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In today’s trading update, BMK has highlighted that it is well supported by
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strong financial liquidity and a resilient Genetics division. BMK also benefits
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from holding sufficient stocks of Animal Health products to support trading.
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However, the Advanced Nutrition division is likely to face a material impact on
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demand caused by lower global demand for shrimp arising from the Covid-19
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BMK’s leading role in essential sustainable food production provides support
for its long-term growth prospects.
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Resilience in Genetics: encouragingly, trading in the Genetics division remains
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defensive. Short term swings in demand for salmon from the catering sector are not
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affecting egg sales today owing to the longer (2.5-3 year) production cycle of salmon.
Those buying eggs today are looking to the long term.
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Advanced Nutrition impact: lower demand for shrimp has caused a reduction in
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production in most markets. There have been early signs of recovery in China, although
this is offset by a backlog of shrimp stocks. Demand for sea bass and bream in main
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markets has been significantly impacted, leading to a reduction in production and this is
subject to further challenges if border restrictions increase. It is currently difficult to
judge the full year impact, but the Company warns of significant impact from Covid-19
on this division’s earnings.
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Adequate stocks in Animal Health: access to stocks of launched products are

deliver improved healthcare products

sufficient to meet ongoing demand and sustain trading. While the forthcoming launch of

and services to the Aquaculture

the Company’s proprietary sea lice treatment CleanTreat® + BMK08 remains a key

industry.

focus, regulatory delays cannot be ruled out whilst efforts are made to halt the pandemic.

Rising demand from clients for its
products and services to manage

Strong liquidity and cost control: BMK responded to Covid-19 by focusing on

sustainability practice in worldwide

minimising costs where possible, reducing R&D and capex spend, and controlling working
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and

capital, while prioritising the health of its employees and customers. BMK continues to
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work towards the disposal of non-core activities and restructuring measures as far as
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current challenges allow. BMK’s strong liquidity position of £63.6m cash and undrawn

growth.

supply

chains

opportunity
and

facilities well within covenant levels, underpins operations.
The Company has not given new guidance and we have withdrawn our forecasts with a
view to reinstating them once there is greater clarity on earnings, recognising that
Advanced Nutrition challenges are likely to have a significant impact.

Strong fundamentals
The cash reserves, resilience of Genetics and Animal Health divisions, and longterm fundamentals including the Company’s positioning in the food supply
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chain, all remain defensive factors. This leaves BMK well positioned once the
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crisis has abated. We look forward to updating our forecasts in late May to reflect
interim results / Q4’19 reporting.
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Equity Development Limited is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Equity Development Limited (‘ED’) is retained to act as financial adviser for various clients, some or all of whom may now or in
the future have an interest in the contents of this document and/or in the Company. In the preparation of this report ED has
taken professional efforts to ensure that the facts stated herein are clear, fair and not misleading, but make no guarantee as
to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained herein.
This document has not been approved for the purposes of Section 21(2) of the Financial Services & Markets Act 2000 of the
United Kingdom (‘FSMA’). Any person who is not a relevant person under this section should not act or rely on this document
or any of its contents. Research on its client companies produced and distributed by ED is normally commissioned and paid for
by those companies themselves (‘issuer financed research’) and as such is not deemed to be independent, as defined by the
FCA, but is ‘objective’ in that the authors are stating their own opinions. This document is prepared for clients under UK law.
In the UK, companies quoted on AIM are subject to lighter due diligence than shares quoted on the main market and are
therefore more likely to carry a higher degree of risk than main market companies.
This report is being provided to relevant persons by ED to provide background information about Benchmark Holdings. This
document does not constitute, nor form part of, and should not be construed as, any offer for sale or purchase of (or solicitation
of, or invitation to make any offer to buy or sell) any Securities (which may rise and fall in value). Nor shall it, or any part of
it, form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. Self certification by investors
can be completed free of charge at www.fisma.org
ED may in the future provide, or may have in the past provided, investment banking services to the Company. ED, its Directors
or persons connected may have in the future, or have had in the past, a material investment in the Company.
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